
HOW TO WRITE A MULTI PARAGRAPH COMPOSITION

Write a well-organized, multi-paragraph essay supporting a position. Here are the steps to the writing process that help
you prepare to begin writing.

Include the three points you've used to prove your thesis. Once you complete the first draft of your essay, it's a
good idea to re-visit the thesis statement in your first paragraph. No matter where it falls, the last paragraph
will connect all the dots for the reader. Body The body of an essay helps prove or establish the idea stated in
the thesis statement. Writing a Good Introduction The introduction is the first paragraph in your essay, and it
should accomplish a few specific goals: capture the reader's interest, introduce the topic, and make a claim or
express an opinion in a thesis statement. Decide on three pieces of supporting evidence you will use to prove
your thesis. End your second paragraph with a transitional sentence that leads to paragraph number three.
After the topic sentence, the writer will expand on the details of the topic sentence to share information and
ideas that will help establish the validity of the thesis statement. The next few sentences will have more
concrete information on the topic, and then the writer will provide a thesis statement. The position you are
supporting in this example is that the person you choose to write about is truly an influential person. Writing a
Conclusion The final paragraph will summarize your main points and re-assert your main claim from your
thesis sentence. To do this, you might make a list, draw a diagram, or spend some time freewritingA
prewriting technique where the author begins writing without regard to spelling or grammar about ideas,
topics, or even characters, descriptions of events, and settings. Still, teaching students to organize essays into
the five-paragraph format is an easy way to introduce them to writing literary criticism, which will be tested
time and again throughout their primary, secondary, and further education. Limitations of the Five-Paragraph
Essay The five-paragraph essay is merely a starting point for students hoping to express their ideas in
academic writing; there are some other forms and styles of writing that students should use to express their
vocabulary in the written form. Continue Reading. Some essays are also focused on the author's unique point
of view, making them personal or autobiographical, while others are focused on a particular literary, scientific,
or political subject. Writers use specific language, details, and examples to speak directly to their intended
audience. The first sentence of the conclusion, therefore, should be used to restate the supporting claims
argued in the body paragraphs as they relate to the thesis statement, then the next few sentences should be
used to explain how the essay's main points can lead outward, perhaps to further thought on the topic. Thesis
statements bring unity to a piece of writing, giving it a focus and a purpose. Write a well-organized,
multi-paragraph essay supporting a position. Often the writer will freewrite for a set period of time. Step 2:
Develop a thesis. Most involve the steps in the process listed above. Cite this Article A tool to create a citation
to reference this article Cite this Article. For example, you would write and organize your work differently if
your audience was a group of experts in the field of your work than if it was a group of undergraduate students
being introduced to the topic..


